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V

Neither non-Marxist.Inor Marxist feminist sociologists have

been entirely 'SuCCessful in integrating an understanding of women's

disadvantages into a theoretical analysis' of class divisions in

rate capitalist societies (see Acker, 1980; Barrett, 1980;

. Sargent, 1981; Sokoloff), 1981). Howeverp.a large body of work 'now

exists that, provides the materials for a better understaNding of

gender inequality and .class and some very good examples of

historical and contemporary description do give us such integrated

accounts for particular places and periods (e.g., Sent 1980). In

this paper 4_ draw on the work of others to outline some of the

.components of an analysis of class structure that attempts to go

beyond ,capitalism7patriarchy arguments towarda different linking

of class and gender.

Theories that attempt to integrate class and sex usuallY

. assume that class is a gender indifferent term referring to 'a

gender neutral phenomenon.(1) I argue the opposite - that only by

recognizing that class is not gender, neutral can we understand the

processes of class formation and reproduction as they involve women

as well as men. I suggest that the structuring of class is partly

through gender; that gender, both as a basis for the 'division of



work. and ,power and as a powerful focus of me

central'in the organ,izing and reproducing of. cl
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The conviction that class structure is geed mes from

taking the perspective, of women (Smith, 1977` a indAW, 1979) in

analyzing social relations. When one looks at the social, world

from the standpoint of women, when one takes the', .of-
...

e4
,.:1,,,t:r ,x

women as what is to be eplained (in contrast, fot ample,.

taking the survival of capitalist i,control as what is to be
,...

explained), gender always enters theEtxp anation. Women.. look, out

(.
upon the world as.women, and the world sooks back at them as women.

The same may be said for men, although this is 'obscured by the
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multiplicity of practices that define menus general human beings.

Much of social life is organized around the fact that there are two

sexes. The social structuring of that fact and the meaning we give

to it is what we call gender. Thus, gender is a central organizing

principle of all societies, including class society.(2)

Before clarifying the statement that class is not genaer.

neutral, and that the structuring of class proceeds partly ,on the

terms set by gender, I discuss the concept of class- from 'which I

start.

My starting point is a. particular interpretation of the

Marxist concept of class. In this view, class is .a process in

which human beings take an.active part, rather than a structure of

cateies into ,which' individuals may be inserted. 'Class is

"something,which in fact happens (and can be shown to have

happened) in human relationships (E.P. Thompson, 1963: 9). It

4
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is a process in which the relations of exploitation as well as the

potentiality for their disruption are.reProduced as people try to,

cope with and understand their daily existence. 1 The limiting

conditions of those relations are, to a great extent, produced

outside, the contraLor even the knowledge of qpst people, in the

places where decisions about the production and allocation of

capit'af are made. In the context of these conditions, class,

relations are reprodUced in the ongoing procedures and practices of

the organizations where people eat, sleep, work, study, are

governed and taxed and carry.aut other activities. Working people

ti
help to reProduCe those relations every day as they voluntarily get

the kids off to_ school, show up at work, .go to union.meetings, and

perforM other routines of life that are.the actuality of clasS. As/

E.P. Thompson puts it, "Class formations arise at the intersection

of determination and self-activity" (1978, p. =298). Although

determination may be, ultimately, in the historically concrete mode

of production;, and the social relationsof production are essential

in setting the conditions of class -experience, these ,'social

relations do not arise outside of human- agency. However, human

agency often appears to groups or individuals as given and remote

conditions, realities over which most ',people have little' or no

control. These manifestations of human action We often usefully

call structures and they can sometimes be described statistically.

For example, we cah :count the number of people who fall into

categories defined by duthority.in th4 work pldce and control over.:

economic resources Wright, -1982) or we can 'develop

statistical measures of the sex segregation of the work force. But
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these are only frozen traces of the real relations and should not

be confused with the living relations from which these`-- traces are

constructed. -

Keeping that in mind, we can'talk about ,'class structure. I

assume that there is, -'working class defined by lack of ownership

or control over the means of production and dependence on a wage

that includes people who earn wages in clerical, service, and blue

collar jobs. I also assume that there are important differences

between working class experience and the experience of those who

also live on wages or salaries but who have more autonomy, control,

and money. This grouping we can refer to as the middle class.

Moreciver,there is a class that is in a position to dominate ancL

determine much of what happens to the rest of us; their ations,

including the allocation of capital on a world scale, affect us

all.

The unexceptional view of class' outlined above appears

genderless, but actually is modeled on the concrete activities of

men and is thus a gendered, and partial picture. The picture is

partial in two senses. First, women's patterns of unpaid and paid

labor are ignored so that the experience of only half the

population is represented in the concept. Second, the fiction of

genderlessness obscures many of the processes that maintain class;

relations, for men as well as for women. When women are

introduced, gender becomes visible, the ?icture becomes more

complex, -and widenS to include more activities in areas outside of

paid work, as well as within the confines of the work place. To
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spell out thg implications of class as gendered requires

reconsidering what we mean by-relations of production, the wage
.... - ,4.

v4

relation, the, ldivA ion of , labor, the 'labor process/ class

consciousness and class conflict. The, task also relUires

'consideration of the several, processes teat are implied,in the

concept of reproduction. This is a very large project.. In this

paper I will only suggest some-of the steps in such a rethinking.

These constitute both. placing well known facts in a gendered class

framework and drawing out"the implications of others' research for

such a view of.class: A number of other sociologists are exploring

the idea that the construction of gender is intricately involved

with the productionof class. This seems to' be an understanding

emerging in Australia (e.g., Connell, et al., 1982), Britain (e.g.,

1980;- Philips and Taylor, 1980), and the U.S. (Smith,

1477a) at about the same time.

We can look at the ways in which gender organizes or

structures class in many differnt ways. I will illustrate this &t

two levels, the aggregate level of occupational structuring in the

U.S. and the interactional level of the roduction of

consciousness and ideology.

Claaa as Gan.daErAixidad

Capitalist class structures" have always been divided by

gender, through the sexual division of labor in both paid and

unpaid labor, in production and reproduction' (for summaries see,

e.g., Barrett, 1980; Sokoloff, 1981; Comer, 1977). Those
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and are, written into law and custom. The sexual

division of labor has not substantially decreased with the movement

of larger and larger Proportions of women,into paid labor.(3) The
.

division has simply been altered from one clearly demarcated by the

lines between paid and unpaid labor to one segmented along lines of

sex in both the paid occupational structure and the home (Vaneck;

'1978;' Berk and Berk, 1979). This sexual division of labor

constitutes part of the reality of class, the conditionsAthat set

the limits of action. Sex -based divisions are suffused with gender

meanings that then help to recreate the divisions. Occupations

are, daily and over longer periods of time, continually recreated

as sex-typed and the allocation of capital and the organization of
0

production are usually implicated in that process. The

consequences for both women and men vary, but often women are the

losers.(4) One contempoiary example will illustrate the point.

Parts of the electronics industry have been moved outside the U.S.

to Southeast Asia and other areas of the world where wages are lows

and there is available a young female labor force. These workers

are attractive to the industry because they are y and female,

unorganized and perceived to be easily controlled. U.S. workers,

primarily female, lose their jobs; Asian women find highly

exploitative work (Elson and Pearson, 1981); all workers in the

U.S. are weakened, it could be argued, as4anottier industry evades

unionization, and takes its IoVi-elsewhere. Thus, the export of
A

capital'that reduces available jobs in the,, U.S. and allows

corporations' to avoid unionization is at least partly dependent

upon the existence of gender structures in other societies.

#
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Corporate 'manufacturers make use of gender to"maximize profits, and

this affects women, men and class structures differentially.

Wages as well as jobs are gendered. The wage appears to be 'a

gender-neutral process only in its / most abstract and

intellectualized form - as a concrete human relation it is almost

always gendered,* or gender specific. In every wage-based'society

women earn less than men.and.women's jobs have lower wages than

men's jobs. This is one sense in which wages are gendered: the

'going accepted rate for women is lower than that for men. A fair

wage for women is not the same as a fair wage for men. Efforts to

understand why this should be so lean to questions about common

conceptualizations of wage determination processes. In Marxist

thvry,, the wage is held to approximate the value of labor power,

which in turn approx ates the cost of the socially necessary labor

to reproduce that labor power. If women are, in general and

everywhere, paid less than men, the cost of their reproduction

must, in general, be lower. But, this is difficult to support,

"unless we argue that the jobs women do are less skilled than those

that-men do, requiring less edUcation and thus costing less to

reproduce. Empirical studies of the effects of human capital

differences 'on the earnings gap between the 'sexes, although

informed by a different theory, aid useful in eXploring this issue.

Such studies consistently show an unexplained wage gap (Treiman ,nd

Hartmann, 1981). One approach to.understanding the unexplained gap

is the argument that gender enters into the definition of skill, so

that female dominated jobs are defined as less valuable than male

dominated jobs, leading to lower pay. (Phillips and Taylor, 1980).
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The movement for comparable worth has taken the issue to the courts

(e.g., Cook, 1983) and in the effort to achieve legal redress,

still more systematic evidence is being generated.

The gender specific nature of the waais, of course, closely

tied to the sex-typing and sex segregation of jobs. Changes

underway are altering the old gender divided occupational structure

and producing new bases for the gender divisions of class. Gender

divisions may be in the process of becoming more pronounced,

particularly in the working class. The old working class had its

roots in a gender stratified work organization in industrial

occupations that were predominantly male. The proportion of the

total labor force in these occupations is declining in most

industrial countries. At 'the same time, the service and clerical

occupations are expanding and becoming ever more dominated, by

women, producing a new female working class. These occupations

tend to have the characteristics of women's work in the old working

class - -jobs are routine, closely supervised, defined as unskill4d

or semi-skilled, and low paid. Thus, working class jobs continue

to be split into male and female sectors, but the male sector is

declining, the female sector is expanding, and-the "workihg class"

is becoming more and more female. Support for this contention is

provided by the work of Wright, et al. (1977, 1982) who have found

that around 60% of women are working class, while only 40% of men

can be so identified when using a definition of working class as

those without authority in' the structure of work.

10
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Within the large professional-technical-managerial grouping of

occupatk.gns, contrad tory changes seem to be taking plaoe(Burris-
4

and Wharton, 1982). Som sectors are becoming less predominanV

male, while others re ain either male or female dominated, and

still others are moving toward male domination. For example, women

are going into some of the old professions such as medicine and law

in growing proportions, particularly into practice in organizations,

rather than into private practice. These occupations,are, of

course, internally gender stratified with women in the less

rewarded and less prestigeous areas (Epstein/ 1981). Women are

also being accepted,. although in small numbers, at the lower

manageriai and expert levels in government and the private sector.

In the U.S., the- managerial and technical world is still primarily

male, and this is probably true of the newly emerging high tech

areas as it is of the older technical areas, in- spite of some

highly publiciied female success stories. Some of the older re'alms

of female dominance, such as nursing, are being invaded by males

...;and others, such as school administration, have been for some time

and continue to be male dominated.
[

Part-time work for women--most part-timers are women in all

industrial societies--is another line along which work is

sex-divided. Part-time also constitutes a structuring that is

internal to the female. sectors of the class structure.. That is,

new and important differences between women within class formations

complicate the structural picture. Full-time workers, part-time

workers, and full-time housewives. are all in different' situations

vis-a-vis the economic relations of the,society. But that is tod
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simple a vtew and is.a product of a Snapshot taken at one moment.

The reality is that most women move between these positions during

their adult lives, so that their economic status is a shifting one

(Moen, 1983). Only .a .small minority of women are life-long,
,

full-time worker in 'the male mode1.7.These tyPical; work patterns

of women lead- to doubts about:the-utility ,afa,concept of class

that rests upon4 the social relations of 6roductiqn when, these are

\ seen' as stable'and continuing relations between the worker and the

capitalist. Women are workers with ,fluctuating and various
, .

relations to Capitalist. prOdution. We must build this complexity
Y

into our notion of class if it'is to help analyze the reality of

women's lives.

.K.

ansiet'an4 Itil..E.emuluatisin 21 claa2

-

Class relations, as well as the sex divisions of class, are

maintained and' reproduced partly through ,tae. processes that also

reproduce masculinity and femininity. Images of work And labor are

intertwined with images of gender and sexuality in ideologies that

support'the class structure,. These ideas become incorporated, in

the process, of experience, in core images of the self that7then

inform further action, becoming part, of 'the complex process of

maintaining class structures. In the same process; gender

ineqUalities are also reproduCed.

In particular, values`' of masculinity are, elaborated and

reaffirmed in the process of learning to wort and working (Willis,

1980; "Tolson, 1977); 'eith'er explicitly or i.nplicity, the , social

12
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place of women is defined and redefined in the same process. 4;'"

Femininity is also constructed as girls or women learn women's

work. The _social construction of femininity and masculinity,

although it careginly happens in many areas of life, goes on in the

relations between worker ard worker and boss and worker. These

relations are part of the process of class and the relations of

class are played out, and reconstructed, in the same processes that

give content to self-definition and images of masculinity and

femininity.

The above statements are assertions that might better be

stated- as problems for research. However, there is already

considerable evidence that can be brought to bear, although not all

of it has been produced by systematic studies done in the approved

social science mode.

That working class masculinity is complexly connected to modes

of behavior and belief that denigrate women and relegate them to

the status of not too competent, dependent and/or sex object is

supported by two studies of working class males, Sennett and Cobb's

(1973) study of adult working class men in Boston and Paul Willis'

(1980) study of working class boys in Hammerton. In both these

studies, the authors were interested in how class persists in

societies with ideals of freedom and equality and the absence of

any external compulsion to make men work. Willis makes explicit

connections between gender and class as he describes how a group of

nonconforming boys reverse the common evaluation of manual work as

less respectable and less desirable than mental work, coming to see
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manual labor as embodying all the values of masculinity at the same

time that they interpret mental labor as effeminate. Mental labor

is associated with females who are devalued and 'objectified in the

processes of defining an aggressive masculinity. Embracing this

masculinity and the life of factory workers that accompanies .it,

they come to accept their fate in the labor force and at the same

time to construct, gender identities that require women to be

defined as different from and. less than men. This is only one type

of working class masculinity, as Connell and associates (1982)

out. The process of linking %.class and masculinity is

complex, occurring in many ways, and cannot be described in a

mechanistic model.

Sennett and Cobb's workers were 'older and less-nonconformist,

but the interaction of gender and class was equally complicated.

Sennett and Cobb argue that these working class igen defined

themselves in various ways against the hidden injuries of class,

the imputation that they are responsible for their own failure "to

make it" and thus are not wotthy of respect. One of the ways of

earning respect as a man is to sacrifice for the wife and children.

Sacrifice involves working long and hard, Usually at demanding

jobs, and this ties them to the system. However, sacrifice does

not bring the rewards of respect and legitimacy, but rather

produces new anxieties and further doubts about the self. This

internalization of responsibility for one's situation supports the

class system. Sennett and Cobb do not discuss the consequences of

their husbands' sacrifices for the wives of these working class

mwn_ Rut thAv are obviously discussing the working class man who
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bases much .of his feeling of masculine pridelon his ability to

support his family. The other side of this reality is the

dependent wife who must accept the support (Gronseth,

This material also suggests ways that identifying masculinity

with virtue and hard work helps to create divisions within the

working class. The men in Sennett and Cobb's study expressed anger

and hostility toward "welfare chiselers." Welfare chiselers are men

who do not take seriously their responsibilities, who do not

support their wives and children. The outraged dignity of working

class men who have sacrificed for their families, only to see

welfare support the families of men who have refused to sacrifice,

is a final attempt to gain respect. The self-righteous, who has

found legitimation through sacrifice, turns his anger against

others who are also oppressed rather than toward the system that

oppresses them both. Thus, the status quo is given further

support. Although this basis of male identity is challenged as

more women share the role of provider (Bernard, 1981a), there is

evidence that for many men, masculine self respect still hangs on

the ability to hold a steady job (Schlozman, 1976), even if that

job is not the sole source of family support.

Willis' study suggests that working class solidarity may be,

at least partly,.built upon a combative masculinity that provides a

focus around.which group identity forms. In the group he studied,

there was an ongoing process of both physical and verbal combat

that tested and validatd group membership. Often identified as

play, as fun, the process also constituted proof of toughness and
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masculinity. The fathers of Willis's boys reported similar sorts

of play on the shop floor. Tough masculinity produced in informal

contacts betweeh male workers may also_ be part of trade union

militance (Tolson, 1977; Stewart,. 1981). In some recent

interviews I did in Sweden it as suggested that one of the reasons

that women are not active tr de unionists as often as men is that

young men may be taught, as they enter the job, about how to

confront the boss, what is the proper masculine - and trade .

union - "stance to authority in the work place. Women, because they

are outside the informal male groups, and just because they are

women, re not inducted into the work place culture in the same

way even if they happen to be there. Female solidarity4ay take

other forms that no one identifies as class solidarity because it

does not occur in jnasculine mode.(5)

Evidence exists that aggressive masculinity almost always

involves the denigration of women.(6) There is also evidence that

the relations between men that produce class solidarities often

involve the commodification of women. Although I ;snow of no

systematic study of this, it seems that all-male settings, whether

the object is work or play, are often places where men reaffirm

masculinity and the exploitation of women. From pin-up pictures on

the walls and doors to idle conversation and joking, the ambience

is one in which women are to be laughed at and consumed. This may

be more frequent in the U.S. than in Europe, but is another area

to explore in developing our knowledge of the ways in which

masculinity enters into male solidarity and thus into male class

solidarity. Sexual harrassment on the job is also often a mode of
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expressing male solidarity while objectifying and ,excluding women

P from the group (Enarson, 1981). Again, to4ghness, the ability to

do a hard job that requires physical stren th,..is associated with

sexual aggressiveness that turnt women into objects of prey rather,
A

than human beings.

This suggests that masculinity may 'have contradictory,

implications in the ongoing reproduction of class on the one hand

it is a basis for class solidarity and helps, to shape the terms in

'which class conflict is played, out. On the other hand, an

aggyessive masculinity that separates itself 'from and denigrates

women undermines women's participation and their solidarity with

men. That women's efforts to orgahize have often occurred in the

face of male union indifference or opposition is well known ( .g.,

Wertheimer, 1977).

Masculinity is further tied to ideologies of work in

capitalist societies through the notion of'skill. A man not only

works hard, he also has skills that demonstrate his superiority to

women. Gender, as noted above, enters definitions of what is

skilled and unskilled work, dividing and separating workers and

leading the more advantaged to focus energy on claims to higher pay

and other preogatives rather than on issues common to all workers.

Phillips and Taylor (1980, p. 79) argue that "Far from being an

objective economic fact, skill is often an ideological category

imposed on certain types of work by virtue'of the sex and power of

the workers who perform it." The extent to which this occurs has

been revealed in the U.S. as the issue of "comparable worth" has
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been'raised. The argument is that the skills required for the

tasks of'female-defined jobs have been consistently under valued or

ignored. As a consequence,.women's jobs have been defined as less

_skilled than those of men and have been paid less on the grounds of

the lower skill demands. Some ztudies have been done to examine

this question and to begin to redefine the skills of wqmen's jobs'

(e.g., Cook, 1983). The issue has'been taken up in recent court

cases, but is far from resolved.. The redefinition of women's work

to erase the equations of male With skilled and female with

unskilled may be difficult. One reason Phillips and Taylor

suggest, is that the defense of macillinity.may enter into struggles

over the deskilling of work. Citing some examples from

contemporary research, they also note that:

It is arrirony of great concern to feminists that one of the

most celebrated episodes in the history-of British class

;struggle - the Shop Stewards Movement of the First World

War - drew its strength from the resistance of men workers

to a dilution of their jobs by women. /Here the battle

against deskilling tias reinforced

rejection of women's entry into

and fuelled by the

men's jobs. The

perpetuation of sexual hierarchy has been inextricably

interwoven with the stiuggles against the real subordination

of capital, as claims to skilled,status have come to rely

more and more on the sex of the workers and less and less on

the'nature of the job." (p. 86).

They suggest further that (p. 87) "the identification of 'women's
4
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work" with unskilled work has masked the process through which

capitalist work in general has become more routinized, iore

deadening; more a'denial of the humanity of those who4tform it.

The segregation of women's work from'men's conceals from many men

f
workers the ways in which' we are all becoming "women workers' now."

/

f
It is not Only in the working class hat masculinity and its

<--'-

!symbols help to reploduce aspects of class relations. ,What follows

r
ij is ,speculative, but again constitutes possible questions for

research on how masculinity is reproduced as part of the process of

/ class relations in managerial and ruling sectors. For example, as

numerous feminists have observed, authority and control are

masculine concepts. It does not take any research for us to see

that, in general, men are assumed to naturally have authority, to

naturally be in positions of control, while women are not. Such

images of masculinity are,. also linked to ideas of rationality.

Rationality confers power; rationality is masculine. To be

masculine is.to be rational and to focus on the technical problems

of getting things done. Masculine inexpessiveness is an aspect of

rationality; one must forget emotional involvement to make

effective decisions and to wield power (Sattell, 1982). Sattel

suggests that "inexpressiveness might be more characteristic of

upper-class, powerful males than of men in the working classes"'

(Sattel, 1982:163). Moreover, expressiveness may be either

positive-empathetic or negative-combative, as Johnson, et al,

(1975) have observed. Negative-combativeness is more

stereotypically masculine than is positive empathy. Class

differences in patterns of both inexpressiveness and negative ,
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expressiveness among men might be worth investigating.
,

Abstract thought also has connotations of masculinity in our

culture. Thus mental labor, as well as manual labor, becomes

%
defined as masculine in the dominant ideology of late capitalism.

Women are seen aenot quite capable in areas of abstract thOught.

If they are, they are thinking like men. The recent success of a

or
few women in male dominated fields such as law has probably not

alteted this perception. Masculinity is 'at stake in the male

monopoly over mental work:and over the positions of control in our

Societies. Managerial-professional class masculinity undoubtedly

takes a variety of forms from the relatively asexual yet powerful

masculinity of the scientist (Keller, 1983) to the frankly sexual

and exploitative masculinity of many men in political power.

Masculinity also articulates different modes of moral justification-

such as the affectively neutral duty and obligation of the public

servant-(Tolson, 1977:p.82) or the corporate executive's devotion

to organizational goals of expansion and profit in the name cf

societal welfare.

The working class image of masculinity as involving physical

power, and manual labor is not disappeared among men of the

managerial and professional class or men of the bourgeoisie. At

the level of cultural images (and everyday actions) there is the

possibility of cross-class bonding between nen. (Smith, 1977b)

dr

Although Willis' working class boys may rej ct mental labor, middle

class men do not reject the values f physiclly powerful

masculinity. Physical prowess plays a role in the establishment of
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male identity and in the learning of masculine hehaviors needed.for

success and power. For example, sports are still very important in

the upbringing of boys destined for leading positions.

Particularly the aggressive, team sports are held to be a superh

training ground for later success in business and industry. These

sports teach subordination of the self to higher authority at the

same time that they inculcate strategies for combining individual

competitiveness with team efforts. Moreover, both active and

passive participation in sports produce a folklore that becomes' an

important part of male culture, and a basis for the exclusion of

females from male decision making groups.

My tentative conclusion is that for men who manage, men who

-design, men who create' ideology, and undoubtedly also men who make

the broadest, decisions about capital and politics, there is an

inherent interconnection- between work, masculinity, and the

inferiority of women. These connections are perpetuated in daily

activities that reproduce both class relations and male advantage

within the class structure.

Ideas of masculine work and a male-defined class structure are

imbedded in socialist theories that have informed Western trade

union and'working class movements. These ideas may play a role

similar to that of other ideologies of masculinity and work; ideas

of class based on an implicit male model °may /Obscure. essential

processes that maintain the class system. The concept of class, as

an essential part of the organizing of trade unions and of left

political groups in general, has a practical political
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significance. The insistence on the primicy of a gender-neutral.

class, structured only through paid work, in theoretical

explanation and in political action constitutes , often, a refusal

to look at the part that gender plays_, in the structuring of power,

and thus of class relations. Back of the failure of trade union

leaders (male) to pay much attention to organizing women or to deal

seriously with women's issues once they are organized, may lie an

unrecognized assumption that real working class issues are those

that have been defined by the male working class. If women are to -

be helped, it is through social welfare provisions, such as day

care centers, that might lighten their double day. But, challenges

to the prevailing sexual inequalities at work are exceedingly rare.

Thus, men on the left also avoid an analysis of their own

masculinity and the ways it is implicated' in their careers as

leaders and producers of ideology.

As the concept of class constructs an ideology that obscures

the workings of gender, it also obscures an essential part of the

process that keeps the class structure in daily operation. A

concept that obscures an important part of a system of oppression

constitutes an ideology that helps to preserve that system of

oppression. However, at the same time, class is still a

potentially revolutionary, and liberating idea. The understanding

of capitalist exploitation and an appreciation, of the possibilities

of eliminating it are also imminent in the idea of class, even

though contemporary changes in capitalist societies, including

changes in women's work, require rethinking this concept (Plotke,

1980). At the present time, class may play a contradictory
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political, role, both illuminating and making invisible important

\tag

components of today' conflicts. Recent historical' and

contemporary work on the an onisms between socialist and feminist

movements is beginning to document this contradictory ideological

.role of class (see, e.g. Rowbolham, Segal and Wainwright, 1979).

gancluaism

In this paper I have argued that class relations must b

understood as gendered. If we wish to understand how class occurs,

we must talk about real people actually carrying out their daily

activities. But, when we talk about real people, we see that they

are always male or female, always gendered. Adequate theories must

take this gendered reality; manifested in both action and meaning,

into account. As one step in doing this with the concept of class,

I have briefly discussed how gender divides the class structure and

how it enters the reproduction of class relations. I believe that

.'we gain a better understanding of women's situation in such a
,e-

gendered,conception of class-ihan with a theoretical approach that

essentially separates the problems of class oppression and sex

oppression.

4
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EQsans2iaz

1. This assumption has been identified as one of the teasons

that Marxist theory had difficulty accounting for women's

oppression. Some writers (e.g., Acker, 1980; Young, 1981) arguer

that theories of patriarchal capitalism leave unaltered the Marxist

concept of class and thus do not question the assumption that class

is gender .neutral.

2. Conceptual confusion may arise from the usage "gender and

class." Often the implication is that gender and class stand for

parallel phenomena which can be compared. I think that

interpretation is incorrect. The concept "class" .refers to groups.

of people with different and often opposing interests produced in

the ongoing processes of capitalism, or, sometimes, other

political-economic qsystems. Gender refers to the social

construction of both the material and ideological differentiation

ot the female and the male. In my use of the term gender, no

opposing interests or essential inequality are implied. Gender

often involves inequality, but the term does -not refer to a system

of conflicting and opposing interests per se. A discussion 'with,

Nona Glazer aleited me to the importance of this issue.

3. Some decline in sex segregation in the professions has

occurred recently (Burris and Wharton, 1982), but is difficult to

interpret because there may be, continuing sex differentiation

within these occupations. In the labor force as a whole, sex

sparphation has declined little.
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4. 1 voluminous literature deals with. both process and

outcome. For example, Simeral (1978) explores it from the

perspective of the Marxist concept of the reserve army, of labor.

Hartmann (1976) looks at the process through which women were

excluded from male dominated occupations. See Wertheimer (1977)
)t.r for a history from the Colonies to 1914.

5. NCarol 41ligan (1982) provides research evidence

long-standing, feminist claim that women have different moral values

than men. This may point to different ways 'of' dealing with

conflict and subordination, in contrast to_common notions that

women are passive and docile.

6. The association between aggiessive masculinity and the

devaluing of women has been discussed by a number of authors,

particularly those working in the psychoanalytic framework. Men's,:

motive to dominate women isiseen as arising from their fear and

envy of the female and men's tenuous masculine identity. The

source of these feelings is in the exclusive mother-child tie of

early childhood. In order to establish masculine identity, 'boys

must break away' from this tie to the mother and they do this by

defining masculinity as what is non-feminine. In the process,
C

femininity itself takes on negative connotations. While I do not

agree with the analysis that locates the genesis of male dominance

in the attachment between mother and child. I base my arguments

about the connections between masculinity and the subordination of

women in capitalist societies on some of the same observations.

See Stockard and Johnson (1979j for an interesting discussion of



the literature on this problem.
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